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I. Reading tasks 
 

1 Reading  (task type: True / False) 
(topic areas: Job life, Culture) 

Read the article about British craftsmanship.  

First decide whether the statements (1–6) are true (T) or false (F) and put a cross () in the 
correct box. Then identify the sentence in the text which supports your decision. Write the 
first four words of this sentence in the spaces provided. There may be more than one correct 
answer; write down only one. The first one (0) has been done for you. 

Why William Asprey is investing in British craft to keep it alive BE 
Bespoke handcrafted goods are at the heart of the luxury British brand William & Son. The firm’s founder, 
William Asprey, explains how he is investing in the craft industry to prevent traditional skills from dying 
out. “You only get one chance to make a first impression,” says William Asprey, founder of William & 
Son. That’s particularly true in the world of luxury goods. 
William felt this keenly when moving the brand’s flagship boutique to Bruton Street in Mayfair from a 
smaller premises two years ago. His vision was to create something “really rather special” and he certainly 
succeeded; the grand, welcoming, two-storey space is an elegant home to William & Son’s varied inventory, 
showcasing its clothing collections for men and women alongside watches and jewellery, silverware, leather 
accessories and a range of guns.  
But the selection on display is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of what the brand can offer. William & 
Son’s founder prides himself on an ability to provide a unique shopping experience. Part of the Mayfair 
boutique’s role is to broaden the client’s horizons as to what can be achieved, when finishes and sizes are 
customised to create utterly bespoke pieces. “There’s almost an incredulity when they realise what the 
options are,” he says. 
Being able to offer such a highly customisable service is a rarity, and is possible only thanks to the close 
relationships with the craftspeople who manufacture for William & Son. But even better than boasting a 
good supply network is the fact that the firm owns three specialist factories across the UK, employing a 
workforce of more than 80 artisans who use traditional techniques handed down through several 
generations. 
It’s in the workshops at Simpson, located in the East End of the capital, that the brand’s leather goods are 
created. There, more than 20 deft hands are responsible for bringing luggage, small accessories and board 
games to life in exotic skins and unique finishes. In Corby, Northamptonshire, the Chrysalis factory 
produces William & Son’s quintessentially English take on town and country outerwear. Each piece is hand 
cut and made from natural fibres woven in the British Isles. And over in the Scottish borders, a team of 
30 makers in the Scott & Charters headquarters weaves quality knitwear. The factory was established more 
than 60 years ago in Hawick, a town famed internationally for its fine knitwear production. 
William admits that keeping British craft alive is a “challenge”, partly because certain traditions are 
declining, but his investment in this sphere shows his undisputable commitment to maintaining such 
unique levels of workmanship. He hopes that education around craftsmanship, through door-opening 
initiatives such as London Craft Week, will widen the appeal of fine, handmade items intended as keepsakes 
over short-term purchases, thus welcoming a new breed of consumer. 
William believes people perhaps undervalue craft, and over-value price. “When people come into a store 
and think that something is expensive, it’s important for them to pick it up and feel the weight, the quality, 
the colour – that it’s something that has been hand-crafted.” 
What is the key to ensuring that craft remains a field that future generations aspire to work in? 
“Hopefully when people see beautiful things, they will want to try and go into the manufacturing side,” 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/luxury/british-craftsmanship/
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William says. “Apprenticeships at specialist colleges will encourage people to go into the design element, 
the manufacturing element, or the craft.” 
Innovation may not be a term greatly associated with the British luxury goods industry, and William admits 
that the manufacturing processes of fine goods won’t dramatically change. But he says: “What can you do 
to bring a traditional look or design up to date? It’s about knowing how things are manufactured and 
taking a design, and interpreting it in a modern way.” 

0 William & Son’s flagship store is now in Bruton Street in Mayfair. 

1 All products offered by William & Son are on display in the flagship store in Mayfair. 

2 The workers in production use long-proven methods learned from their ancestors. 

3 In Simpson outdoor clothing is produced. 

4 William hopes that raising people’s awareness of the uniqueness of craftsmanship will lead 
to an increase in potential customers. 

5 According to William, it is not necessary for customers to touch the products they are going 
to buy. 

6 Having the possibility to go into design makes working in the field of crafts professions more 
interesting. 

T F Justification (First four words) 

0 X William felt this keenly 
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1 Listening  CD 1, Tracks 01 + 02 (task type: Short answers) 
(topic area: Communication) 

You are going to listen to a talk by Vyv Evans on communicating emotions.  

First you will have 45 seconds to study the task below, then you will hear the recording 
twice. While listening, complete the sentences (1–6) using a maximum of four words. 
Write your answers in the spaces provided. The first one (0) has been done for you. 

After the second listening, you will have 45 seconds to check your answers. 

Are emojis the future of communication? 

0 Vyv Evans found that 80 per cent use emojis 
when ____. communicating 

1 Vyv Evans is often asked whether emojis 
____.  

2 According to the study, 72 per cent said that 
by using emojis it gets easier for them ____.   

3 When we speak we use ____.   

4 The linguist mentions that words usually do 
not ____.  

5 According to the professor, saying “I love 
you” with falling pitch intonation is a sign of 
____.  

 

6 The research found that in digital 
communication emojis fill in ____.  
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III. Writing tasks 
 

1 Writing a blog comment  
(topic areas: Personal issues / Politics / Society) 

You came across the following blog post written by a teenager. 

Why are teenagers not always concerned with politics? 
by Aidan   
October 10, 3:27 pm 
 

I am a senior in High School and I turn 17 this November. Even though I am almost 
an adult, I know very little about politics and what each candidate stands for in the 
election. I know I need to educate myself about what is going on in today’s world, 
but I cannot get myself interested or motivated to learn more about government, 
politics, and the issues at hand. I know I am not the only ignorant teenager out there 
that has this problem. So why is it that teenagers my age have a hard time finding 
inspiration to care? 

You have decided to comment on this blog post. In your blog comment you should 

 discuss the above-mentioned statement on teenagers’ lack of interest in politics  
 say why it is important to be politically interested 
 suggest steps that could be taken by schools and politicians to raise teenagers’ interest 

in politics. 

Write around 220 words.  
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IV. Speaking tasks 
 

1 Speaking (Task: Types of tourism / Endangered places) 
 (Topic areas: Tourism / Environment) 

Situation 

During the CLIL-project week at your school you and your group work on the issue of 
tourism. You have been asked to do some research on different types of tourism. 

 

Part 1: Individual long turn (3–4 minutes) 

You have been asked to give a presentation on this topic. In your presentation you should 

 outline the benefits and drawbacks of different types of tourism (Input 1) 
 comment on the importance of tourism in a city/region/country 
 point out why Austria is a perfect holiday destination. 

 
1 Input 1 
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Part 2: Interaction (4–6 minutes) 

After your presentation, the assistant teacher at your school approaches you and starts a 
discussion.  

In your discussion you should 

 inform him/her about past school trips and excursions (Input 2)
 discuss the issue of costs (parents, sponsoring, …)
 explain in what ways those trips benefit you and your classmates.

1 Input 2 




